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Facilitated Enrollment Arrives at YVY
YVY is pleased to announce the implementation of a new
service for its families and the community at large. After
intensive preparation and training of personnel, the YVY
Facilitated Enrollment Program will be in operation later
this month at the YVY Family Service Center at 3820
Fourteenth Avenue. The YVY Facilitated Enrollment
Program can now assist YVY families and their friends in
enrolling in Child Health Plus, Family Health Plus,
PCAP, and Medicaid. Facilitators will assist clients in
finding the most appropriate plan for their families and
will review documentation and submit paperwork. This
program will also submit Medicaid and Child Health Plus
recertifications. YVY hopes to maintain its reputation for
courtesy, service, and efficiency in servicing its clients
with this new program.
In order to make the program more accessible to YVY
Head Start parents, the Facilitated Enrollment Program
will be gradually expanded, and facilitators will also be
available at YVY Head Start sites. For an appointment at
the Fourteenth Avenue site, please call 718.686.3700 ext.
496.
YVY Policy Council to be Trained in Program
Governance
In order to refine its understanding of program governance,
the YVY Policy Council, together with the YVY Board of
Directors, will devote their joint March meeting to a training session in shared decision making given by Jennifer
Pecot. Ms. Pecot, of Western Kentucky University, is an
expert in the protocols which govern decision making in
the Head Start program. Her training, which will augment
the training already provided to the Policy Council by
YVY senior staff, will help clarify the roles and responsibilities of the Policy Council and will help define the
nature of ongoing communication between the Policy
Council and other YVY entities.
The YVY Policy Council, comprised of YVY parents,
staff, and community members, meets monthly to review
and approve all aspects of YVY’s Head Start and Early
Head Start programs. At February’s meeting, a subcommittee was formed to review all YVY Head Start plans.

Ezra Medical Center
Ezra Dental Mobile Screens YVY HS and EHS
Children
YVY Head Start’s successful collaboration with its affiliate medical center has ensured that all YVY Head Start

Promoting healthy eating in Head Start

The subcommittee will report to the council as a whole
prior to the annual Policy Council approval of these plans.
YVY Research Institute Moves to New Facility
The YVY Multilingual Development and Education
Research Institute has been given new, spacious quarters
on the third floor of YVY’s 6012 Farragut Road site. The
new offices enable the Institute to welcome research assistants who will gather and analyze data on bilingualism in
young children under the direction of YVY Director for
Research and Education Dr. Isabelle Barriere. A large proportion of YVY’s Head Start and Early Start children are
not native English speakers and will benefit from this
research. Applications for early summer internships, which
have come in from prestigious universities across the country as well as from local schools, are now being reviewed.
Dr. Barriere, Co-Director with Dr. Garey Ellis of YVY’s
Research Institute, gave an invited talk on The Acquisition
of Agreement by Monolinguals and Bilinguals: CrossLinguistic and Cross-Modal Perspectives in February at
the CNRS/Paris 5 University Laboratory Psychology of
Perception. Dr. Ellis will present a nutrition workshop to
parents in Staten Island in March.

and Early Head Start children have been successfully
screened by a dentist within ninety days of entry into
their programs, as per the requirements of the Head Start
Performance Standards. The Ezra Dental Mobile has
visited all YVY sites and has screened almost 1700 children. As of the end of February, the Mobile Dental Unit
has also done more than 600 follow-ups and cleanings.
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YVY and Ezra are mindful that early
attention to oral health has an important
impact on overall health life long.
Ezra will soon be able to serve its Dental
Mobile patients even better. Work is
underway on a paperless system that will
allow dentists on the Mobile Unit immediate electronic access to all patient
records and x-rays.
Ezramedical.org
Ezra Medical Center will soon inaugurate
its user-friendly web site. Watch the
YVY Parent Newsletter for updates on
this important new patient service.
YVY Head Start
Head Start Teachers and Staff
Attend Trainings
In February, YVY Head Start teachers
attended a full-day training session given
by Devora Samet, M.S., a Behavioral
Social Skills Specialist, on When
Standard Methods Fail: How to Help the
Difficult Students in Your Class. Ms.
Samet demonstrated her well-tested
method of helping students with difficult
behaviors integrate smoothly into a classroom setting. She also spoke about working with the class as a whole to achieve a
desired outcome. Many teachers have
already implemented some of her
methodology into their classroom management.
In January, a professional development
workshop, Read Aloud, was offered to all
Head Start teachers and was very well
attended.
YVY Head Start Social Service staff
attended a training session in February
given by ACS on Mental Health: Roles
and Stress Management.
YVY Children Learn to be Artists
YVY’s Farragut Road site is one of the
YVY Head Start sites that has taken
advantage of YVY’s partnership with
Cool Culture. The Children’s Museum of
the Arts in Soho, a Cool Culture member,
has come down to Farragut Road to conduct a series of workshops for four of its
Head Start classrooms. Children worked
with clay and other sensory materials and
created their own, unique works of art.
YVY Parents Attend Varied
Workshops
As a follow up to the concerns expressed

at the last YVY Health Advisory
Committee Meeting, YVY Nutritionist
Dina Lipkind, MS/RD/CND, presented a
workshop on Feeding Your Finicky Eater,
where she discussed, among other things,
how to help prevent feeding problems in
young children, a topic which was also
covered in the last issue of the YVY
Parent Magazine. The workshop also
featured a class in Nutritious Cooking.
This month’s parent workshop will, in
addition to featuring a professional organizer to help with timely advice, offer a
discussion on the important issues of
Domestic Violence and Child Abuse moderated by YVY Social Worker Bassie
Morris, RCSW.
YYV Early Head Start
EHS Home Visitors Attend Training
Session
Two newly-hired Home Visitors from
YVY’s Staten Island site will be attending the Partners for a Healthy Baby training in Ohio this month. Ongoing training
is an integral part of YVY’s EHS program. All Home Visitors receive training
in the Partners curriculum to assure that
all YVY EHS children receive the same
high level of service.
We Care Offers First Aid for
Fathers
A first aid class for fathers at We Care in
Williamsburg was fully subscribed.
Participants’ feedback was over whelmingly positive. The men in the group all
received Red Cross First Aid books and
will receive first aid certificates when
they pass an exam.
We Care’s father participation continues
to be high as men attend monthly parenting classes as well as weekly exercise
sessions to which some bring their
school-age sons.
Physical Fitness for Moms
Stressed in YVY EHS
In addition to its weekly aerobics class
for expectant moms, YVY’s Williamsburg
site is sponsoring an aerobics class which
attracts YVY mothers from EHS, HS, and
even alumna of these programs. This has
necessitated moving the class to Sundays
when the center is completely available to
the exercisers.
Weekly aerobics and bi-weekly swimming sessions continue to be sponsored
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by EHS in Borough Park, also
attracting a large number of YVY
mothers. Men’s fitness classes in
Borough Park are on a bi-weekly
schedule.
All YVY EHS families receive an
informative mailing at the beginning
of each month which includes, in
addition to a schedule of events, literature that supports the theme being
emphasized that month. February’s
theme was the importance of play.
YVY WIC
YVY WIC Selected to Aid in
WIC Package Changes
YVY WIC was selected by the New
York State Department of Health as
one of the agencies it will visit
regarding proposed WIC food package changes. YVY WIC will be visited in April when feedback will be
solicited on the proposed changes.
YVY WIC Celebrates National
Nutrition Month
Lisa Pane, a nutritionist representing
Just Say Yes, will visit YVY during
March to enhance YVY WIC participants’ understanding of proper nutrition. Ms. Pane will have a table in
the WIC waiting area with displays,
models, and literature, and she will
be available to answer nutritionrelated questions.
YVY WIC Vegetable and Fruit
Redemption Campaign
YVY WIC is once again offering
incentives for participating in the
WIC vegetable and fruit redemption
campaign. All participants who
Part of the audience at YVY teacher
training

YVY Head Start children enjoy pre-Purim puppet show

redeem their vegetable and fruit
checks will be entered into a raffle
drawing to be held in July for a
nutrition-related prize.
YVY Special Services
YVY Special Education
Component Undergoes Review
A comprehensive one-month review
of YVY’s SEIT (Special Education
Itinerant Teacher) Program by the
New York State Department of
Education has yielded a successful
outcome. The reviewers subjected
every aspect of the program to intensive scrutiny and found that YVY
excelled in many of the areas
reviewed. The reviewers were
pleased that YVY SEIT’s are servicing a low-income population in their
work in YVY’s Head Start programs
and recommended that YVY apply
to the New York State Department
of Education to open integrated special education classrooms under the
auspices of Head Start.
YVY Special Services is pleased that
the reviewers recognized the efforts
of YVY teachers and staff, who
strive to ensure that YVY children
receive the best possible services.

YVY Collaborates with
Community Group
YVY presented a program on Early
Childhood Education in conjunction
with Junior N’shei Chabad in
January. YVY Disabilities Program
Director Minna Sputz opened the
session which then featured a presentation by YVY Speech/Language
Pathologist Malki Spira who
addressed the topic Is My Child
Meeting Developmental Milestones?
(See related Magazine article.)
Professional Development
Almost two hundred people attended
YVY’s January professional development workshop on Auditory
Processing Disorders given by
Clinical Audiologist Tziona BinNun, MS,CCC/A. This workshop
attracted specialists from across the
therapeutic spectrum, all of whom
work with children who may have
an auditory processing disorder. The
workshop discussed both diagnosis
and implementation of therapy.
A workshop on Building Self Esteem
in Children given by Aviva
Biberfeld, Psy.D., in February
focused on enhancing the self
esteem of children who receive therapeutic services. It was well attended by both therapists and parents.
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Head Start which helps in their acculturation to their lives in the United States.

Silver Lake Head Start Stars in
UPK Review
Silver Lake II has been recommended
as a model Universal Pre-Kindergarten
program as a result of an impressive
score on its annual UPK review. In a
collaboration between the New York
City Department of Education and
Bank Street College, representatives
from Bank Street will visit the site to
assess program operations in order to
assist in quality improvement for early
childhood programs in the district as a
whole.
Fathers Group Active at Silver
Lake
Under the dedicated direction of Janice
Mitchell, the Silver Lake Fathers in
Action group has become a valued part
of Silver Lake’s parent program.
Fathers meet one Thursday evening
each month and do an activity together
with their children. There is also an
opportunity for the fathers to share
experiences and discuss problems in
parenting. The discussions are frank
and open. Consistent attendance in the
group is a testament to its effectiveness,
as is the fact that three fathers whose
children are alumni of the program are
still returning to participate and act as
mentors to the new fathers. (See photo.)

Silver Lake staff have adopted the first
Friday of each month for self-initiated
staff training. These workshops utilize
the talents of Head Start staff who have
presented on topics such as Infection
Control and Stress Reduction. In addition, Ms. Rose Nell Florence from
Maimonides Hospital will be presenting
a workshop for teachers on Typical and
Atypical Behaviors in Children in early
March.

Father and daughter at Fathers in
Action activity

Parents and Staff Attend
Workshops
Silver Lake Head Start’s partnership
with community groups was reflected
in two of the workshops given this winter. The Northfield Community Local
Development Corporation presented
one of a series of workshops in
February. This last workshop focused
on how undocumented families can
legally open bank accounts and establish credit so they can eventually buy
homes. A Nutrition workshop conducted by Health Plus focused on positive
eating habits.
Silver Lake’s own Dr. Judy Scher has
resumed her Latina Women’s Group, a
support group for the Latina mothers in

Madeline O’Donohue,Education/
Center Director for the site, is part of
the Directors’ Team at Quality New
York, which works closely with select
programs to help them attain NAEYC
accreditation, for which SLII is also
preparing.
A Multicultural Winter
Families and children of Silver Lake
Head Start were involved in multicultural celebrations in January and
February. Children made crowns and
learned about royalty for a Three
Kings’ Day celebration. Martin Luther
King’s birthday was celebrated as part
of Black History month. And the
Chinese New Year was celebrated with
a dragon parade and activities to ring in
the Year of the Pig.

DIRECTORY
For more information on any of Yeled V'Yalda's services,
please call the following numbers:

Ezra Medical Center: (718) 686-7600
Yeled V’Yalda WIC Program:(718)686-3799

Headstart: (718) 686-3700
YELED V'YALDA STATEN ISLAND:
Silver Lake Headstart,
10 Gregg Place (718) 815-4488

Early Headstart: (718) 686-3750
Special Education: (718) 686-3700 ext. 1
ABA Program: (718) 686-3788
Early Intervention: (718) 686-3700
ext. 576

Infant Socialization
Sensory play

Silver Lake Headstart II,
20 Park Hill Circle (718) 720-0090

Parenting Hotline
Mondays 11- 3
(718) 686-3750
Ext. 125
All calls are confidential
You do not need to give your name
Comment Line
(718) 686-3700 Ext.150

Infant Socialization
Sensory play
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Early detection and treatment can often help children overcome developmental delays. YVY’s
Health Advisory Committee has been working with the pediatrics department of Maimonides
Medical Center to refine pediatricians’ alertness to developmental issues.

Milestones in Child Development
s a baby and toddler, Jeremy
never startled at loud noises
and ignored his mother’s
instructions unless she
repeated them over and over.
Finally, Jeremy’s preschool teacher
encouraged his mother to have him
evaluated by a hearing specialist,
who confirmed what Jeremy’s mother had long suspected – Jeremy had
a progressive hearing problem.

A

Just a few months after her baby
girl was born, Susan, a mother of
two other children, started to get
the feeling that something was
wrong with her baby. Unlike her
other children, the new baby didn’t
want to be held, seemed withdrawn,
and arched her back when anyone
picked her up. Susan went from doctor to doctor until finally one doctor
diagnosed her baby with autism.
Because parents have the most intimate connection with their children,
they are in the best position to sense
whether or not their child has a
problem. In the case of developmental delays and other types of
disabilities, a parent’s gut feeling
should never be ignored. Preschool
teachers are also in a good position
to watch for developmental delays
because they see children interacting with their peers and can be the
first to observe the early warning
signs of developmental disorders.
As children grow, they pass through
phases called developmental milestones. For example, a child usually
begins to walk between the ages of
nine and fifteen months. Thus, if a
sixteen to eighteen-month-old child
has still not begun walking, this
might be considered a developmental delay.
Parents should keep in mind that

children develop at different rates –
some more slowly than others – and
some catch up later, or do all their
milestones at once. There is no such
thing as "typical" development.
However, there are blocks of time
when professionals agree that most
children will meet a particular milestone.
Milestones in child development
occur in five general areas:

ability to interact with others,
including helping himself and learning self-control, as in a six-weekold smiling, or a ten-month-old
wanting to be picked up.
• Adaptive/ADL skills - This is the
ability of the child to act in an ageappropriate manner with regard to
his everyday activities, such as eating, sleeping, toileting, and dressing.

• Cognitive skills - This is the
child's ability to learn and solve
problems, for example, a twomonth-old baby learning to respond
to adults or a five-year-old learning
how to do simple math problems
• Speech and Language development - This is the child's ability to
both understand and use language
and to communicate. The child
should understand how to use
"expressive language" or communicate by using words and have the
ability to understand "receptive language" that is, communication that
is not verbal such as the shaking of
the head, a smile, a wave.
• Fine/Gross Motor skills – This
refers to a child’s ability to use his
or her muscles. Fine motor skills
define the ability to use the small
muscles, specifically the hands and
fingers, to pick up small objects,
hold a spoon, turn pages in a book
and use a crayon to draw. Gross
motor skills describe the ability to
use the large muscles, as in the case
of a six-month-old learning to sit up
or a twelve-month-old learning to
pull himself up and walk holding
on.
• Social/Emotional/Behavioral
skills – This area refers to a child’s

If your child does not meet one or
several developmental milestones,
you should stop, look, and listen.
Missing a milestone is a red flag that
should alert you to the possibility of
problems. The following are a number of warning signs or "red flags"
that might indicate your child has a
developmental problem:
• Behavioral Warning Signs
• Does not pay attention or stay
focused on an activity for as long
a time as other children of the
same age
• Focuses on unusual objects for
long periods of time; enjoys this
more than interacting with others
• Avoids or rarely makes eye contact with others
• Gets unusually frustrated when
trying to do simple tasks that most
children of the same age can do
5
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The chart below will give you a rough idea of the developmental milestones you can expect
from your child.

• Shows aggressive behaviors and acting out and
appears to be very stubborn compared with other
children
• Displays violent behaviors on a daily basis
• Stares into space, rocks body, or talks to self more
often than other children of the same age
• Does not seek love and approval from a caregiver
or parent
• Gross Motor Warning Signs
• Has stiff arms and/or legs
• Has a floppy or limp body posture compared to other
children of the same age
• Uses one side of body more than the other
• Has a very clumsy manner compared with
other children of the same age
• Vision Warning Signs
• Seems to have difficulty following objects or people with her eyes
• Rubs eyes frequently
• Turns, tilts or holds head in a strained or unusual
6

position when trying to
look at an object
• Seems to have difficulty
finding or picking up
small objects dropped on
the floor (after the age of
twelve months)
• Has difficulty focusing or
making eye contact
• Closes one eye when trying to look at distant objects
• Eyes appear to be crossed
or turned
• Brings objects too close to
eyes to see
• One or both eyes appear
abnormal in size or coloring
• Hearing Warning Signs
• Talks in a very loud or
very soft voice
• Seems to have difficulty
responding when called
from across the room, even
when it is for something
interesting
• Turns body so that the
same ear is always turned
toward sound
• Has difficulty understanding
what has been said
or following directions after
turning three years of age
• Doesn't startle to loud noises
• Ears appear small or
deformed
• Fails to develop sounds or
words that would be appropriate at her age

If you suspect that your child suffers from one or more of these
problems,trust your instincts and contact your child’s
pediatrician as soon as possible. "The earlier the better" should
be your guideline.
Children can start therapy as early as three months. A child’s
brain is malleable in infancy and probably has the largest
degree of plasticity at this time. It is therefore more receptive to
change than is the brain of an older child. Changes created by
therapy can become permanent. By intervening at an early
stage in the development of the brain, we are giving it the ability to create new pathways which can circumvent areas of the
brain that are not doing their job. We can also train different
areas of the brain to take over for the affected area and teach
the child to use his other senses and abilities to compensate for
any deficiencies.
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends developmental surveillance at every well-child visit and developmental
screening at nine, eighteen, and thirty months, or whenever a
parent expresses concern. Ask questions and don’t leave the
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pediatrician’s office without answers. Some doctors are
reluctant to deliver bad news and may urge you to take a
"wait and see" attitude. Don’t accept this answer if it feels
wrong to you. Get a second and even a third opinion.
Your pediatrician may suggest that you take your child for a
professional evaluation. A developmental evaluation is an
in-depth assessment of a child's skills and is conducted by a
team of highly trained professionals. Evaluations create a
profile of a child's strengths and weaknesses in all developmental areas and are used to determine if the child is in
need of therapy – physical, occupational, or speech therapy
and/or special education services.
Your infant or toddler may qualify for Early Intervention.
Early Intervention services are designed to identify and treat
developmental delays and are offered free of charge to children in New York State through the New York State
Department of Mental Health which contracts with local
service agencies. Having a child evaluated by a provider of
Early Intervention services does not require a physician’s

by Dr. Garey Ellis
Most parents have had to hire a
babysitter at one time or another. While
this seems to be a simple enough matter, deciding who should care for your
child while you are away is one of the
most important decisions you will need
to make.

referral. An early intervention program may include some
or all of the following:
• Special Education services
• Occupational therapy
• Physical therapy
• Psychological services
• Speech/Language therapy
• Nutrition services
No one knows why developmental delays occur in some
children. Parents need to remember, however, that most
often their child’s disability is not their fault. If your child is
diagnosed with a developmental problem, it is your job as a
parent to be your child’s advocate. Your child is your most
precious treasure. Therapy and early intervention can help a
child overcome obstacles, achieve maximum potential, and
grow up to be a functioning member of society.
RESOURCES
http://home2.nyc.gov/html/doh/html/earlyint/earlyser
vices.shtml - For information on how to access Early
Intervention services.
http://home2.nyc.gov/html/doh/html/earlyint/earlydirectory.shtml- Lists New York City agencies which provide Early
Intervention services

Babysitters

Try to meet the babysitter in advance
and check her references and, most
important, watch your children’s reaction to her. Have her spend some time
with your child and see how they interact. Ask your children to give you their
impression of the babysitter after she
has left your home. Children have surprisingly good instincts.

your children. Answer any questions
and provide a printed list of information.
Your information list should include:
• Your name and your children’s names
• Address of the house
• Phone numbers at the house
• Name and phone of family doctor or
pediatrician
• Emergency services number (usually
911)
• Poison control hotline number:
1-800-222-1222
• Location of exits
• Location of first aid supplies.
• Location of fire extinguisher, flashlights
• Cell phone/pager number for parents
• Name and phone for neighbors and for
close relatives
• Children’s food and drug allergies
• Special medical information.
• Where you will be—name, address
and phone number
• Time you will be home
• Children’s bedtimes and routine
• Any food to be given to the children

When your babysitter arrives, try to
leave yourself enough time to give him
or her the proper instructions to care for

When you return home, ask the babysitter if anything unusual happened
such as strange telephone calls, etc.

If possible, try to get a trusted friend or
family member to baby-sit your child. If
you can’t, the next best thing is to hire
someone who is recommended by a
friend. Ask if the babysitter is mature
and responsible, has a good past history
with children, and if she is able to solve
problems should any arise.

After the babysitter has left, ask your
children how things went with the
babysitter – what games they played or
if anything else happened while you
were away.
Sometimes, in large families, parents
may be tempted to have an older sibling
baby-sit the younger children. Unless
the older sibling is over 12 and extremely mature for his or her age, this is
usually not a good idea. Parents should
remember that a child’s age does not
always match his or her level of maturity. Also, the sibling in question may
resent having to take on the responsibility of caring for younger siblings.
A problem may arise when older children begin to feel that it is too "babyish" for them to have a sitter. As a general rule, children between the ages
eight and ten can be left alone briefly,
and older children between ages ten and
thirteen can look out for themselves for
longer periods, provided there is backup supervision. However, you know
your children best and you need to
decide if you think that they are mature
enough to care for themselves.

Dr. Garey Ellis is Yeled V'Yalda's Director of Health Services and Family and Community Partnerships.
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Calendar
March 2007

PARENT
ACTIVITIES

STATEN ISLAND

ONGOING ACTIVITIES

ONGOING ACTIVITIES

Swimming
Boro Park YM/YWHA
Tuesdays March 13, 27

ESL Classes Beginners
Mondays March 5,12,19,26

Aerobics
Boro Park YM/YWHA
Thursdays March 1,8,15,22,29

YVY WIC
Food Change Program
3820 14th Avenue
Wednesdays March 7,14,21,28

99 Heyward Street
Sundays March 11

Just Say Yes
Wednesday March 7

Parenting Workshops
4001 16TH Avenue
Tuesday March 6

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

6002 Farragut Road
Thursday March 22
99 Heyward Street
Wednesday March 14
Fitness for Men
99 Heyward Street
Thursdays March 8,15,22,29

Nutrition Workshop
6002 Farragut Road
Wednesday March 14
Professional Organizers/
Seminar on Abuse
Wednesday March 14

Advanced
Wednesdays March 7,14,21,28
GED Class
Wednesdays March 7,14,21,28
Latina Women’s Workshop
Tuesday March 13
Computers
Tuesdays March 6,13,20,27
Home-Based Infants
Friday March 9
Home-Based Toddlers
Friday March 23
Parent Committee
Thursday March 22

4001 16TH Avenue
Tuesdays March 6, 20

Fathers in Action
Thursday March 8

Expectant Mom’s Program
Aerobics and Childbirth
Education
Parenting Skills for Postpartum
Moms
4001 16th Avenue
Sunday March 11

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

99 Heyward Street
Wednesday March 7

Health Workshop
Thursday March 22
Policy Council Meeting
Wednesday March 7

Literacy Workshop
Thursday March 22
Classroom Family Day
Thursday March 29
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